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Study design

Main idea: take the DynaMOSA
augments, but this time use
SPEA-II as the base algorithm
instead of NSGA-II

Measure branch
coverage for each
algorithm.
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RQ1: How effective are the
additions of DynaMOSA
features to SPEA-II?

RQ2: How does DynaSPEA-II
perform compared to
DynaMOSA on branch
coverage?
 

Implement all SPEA variants in
the Syntest framework 

Prefer solutions that fully
cover one or more targets
over trade-off solutions

Dynamically change the
objectives to only optimize for
reachable, uncovered targets

Overall stats

SPEA-II: 0.394
DynaSPEA-II 0.405
DynaMOSA: 0.399

Median branch coverage

SPEA-II VS DynaSPEA-II
DynaSPEA-II had higher
coverage in 13.9% of classes
Average increase of 4.92%
Increase ranges from 2.2% to
16.7%

DynaSPEA-II VS DynaMOSA

No statistically significant
difference was found
Algorithms have equal
performance

The DynaMOSA enhancements
are effective in increasing branch
coverage in SPEA-II
DynaSPEAII performs equally to
DynaMOSA

Increase benchmark size and
diversity
Conduct hyperparameter
experiments
Conduct experiments in other
programming language

Main findings Future work

Manual software testing is time
consuming and tedious, so
automatic testing has become an
active research field

Genetic algorithms have been
shown to be effective in automatic
test case generation [1]

Current state-of-the-art tool for
JavaScript is Syntest, which
implements the DynaMOSA
algorithm [2]

DynaMOSA is based on NSGA-II
and augmented with domain
knowledge. But what if we use a
different genetic algorithm as the
base?

SPEA-II is a genetic algorithm, that
has been successfully applied to
solve multi-objective problems. It
has performed better than NSGA-
II in some problems with higher-
dimensional objective spaces. [3]

Run these algorithms on a
benchmark of 36 diverse
classes

Compare results via
statistical analysis and
see if an algorithm is
statistically superior


